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How to get Published in the Best
Management Journals
2016-06-24

this much anticipated book is a comprehensive guide to a
successful publishing strategy written by top journal
editors it introduces the publishing process resolves
practical issues encourages the right methods and offers
tips for navigating the review process understanding
journals and publishing across disciplinary boundaries as if
that weren t enough it includes key contributions on open
access publishing ethics making use of peer review special
issues sustaining a publications career journal rankings
and increasing your odds of publishing success this will be
a must read for anyone seeking to publish in top journals

How to Get Published in the Best
Entrepreneurship Journals
2014-01-31

competition to publish in the top journals is fierce this book
provides entrepreneurship researchers with relevant
material and insights to support them in their efforts to
publish their research in the most prestigious
entrepreneurship outlets a

Global Business and Management
Research: An International Journal
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Vol.2, No. 2 & 3
2010-10-19

the journal of global business and management research
gbmr is a quarterly peer reviewed journal which strives to
comply with highest research standards and scientific
research practice journals qualities being international and
inter disciplinary in scope gbmr seeks to provide a platform
for debate among diverse academic and practitioner
communities who address a broad area of business and
management issues across the globe it is currently indexed
in a number of prestigious databases including gale cabells
ebsco and google scholars

An Academic Writer's Guide to
Publishing in Business and
Economic Journals
1974

the journal of global business and management research
gbmr strives to comply with highest research standards
and scientific research practice journals qualities being
international and inter disciplinary in scope gbmr seeks to
provide a platform for debate among diverse academic and
practitioner communities who address a broad area of
business and management issues across the globe

Global Business and Management
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Research
2011-07-18

this expanded second edition of a classic career guide
offers fascinating insight into the publishing environment
for the management discipline drawing on a wealth of
knowledge and experiences from leading scholars and top
level journal editors responding to the continuing emphasis
on publishing in the top journals this revised updated and
extended guide offers invaluable tips and advice for anyone
looking to publish their work in these publications

How to Get Published in the Best
Management Journals
2020-01-31

thoroughly updated the 9th edition of this bestselling
textbook incorporates global trends and data supported by
an exemplary case selection based on firms from around
the world the internationally cited author team of czinkota
ronkainen and gupta balance conceptual understanding of
business theory with the day to day realities of business
practice preparing students to become successful
participants in the global business place this edition brings
greater focus on asia and emerging markets as well as
brexit the impact of covid 19 on business and the
importance of technology and the digital space to
international business practice through its discussion and
analysis the book guides students to a greater
understanding of contemporary business issues and helps
them to develop new tools of analysis covering all key
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aspects of international business the authors emphasize a
few key dimensions international context role of
government in international business small and medium
sized firms and social responsibility

International Business
2021-08-31

the journal of global business and management research
gbmr is a quarterly peer reviewed journal which strives to
comply with highest research standards and scientific
research practice journals qualities being international and
inter disciplinary in scope gbmr seeks to provide a platform
for debate among diverse academic and practitioner
communities who address a broad area of business and
management issues across the globe it is currently indexed
in a number of prestigious databases including gale and
ebsco

Global Business and Management
Research: An International Journal
Vol.2 No.1
2010-06-10

the financial technological and institutional challenges
facing scholarly presses are more critical now than they
have ever been sales channels have narrowed costs have
risen and technological change and the push toward open
access have drastically changed the economic landscape
however the publishing and dissemination of scholarly
books and journals remains essential to academic research
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how are publishers adapting this evolving environment in
the business of scholarly publishing albert n greco
examines this question through a detailed analysis of the
business of the scholarly publishing in the united states
since world war ii drawing on an extensive review of the
literature statistical sources and real examples from the
author s experience in the industry this book analyzes the
changing circumstances of scholarly publishing greco turns
a critical eye to the product price placement promotion and
costs of scholarly books and journals with a primary
emphasis on the trajectory over the last ten years by
including books journals pre prints and online repositories
the book covers the diverse range of academic publications
and explains how publishers can address contemporary
challenges across formats greco also pays special attention
to the history and development of scholarly books and
journals intellectual property issues contracts and the
impact of technology the first study wholly devoted to the
subject the business of scholarly publishing offers critical
insights into the evolving business strategies and
structures of a resilient industry

The Business of Scholarly
Publishing
2020-03-31

the professionalization of business a relatively recent
phenomenon predicated on and defined by the formal study
of a recognized body of knowledge about that profession
rather than through apprenticeship and experience has
had a direct impact on the publication of business
information in the united states william fisher s business
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journals of the united states surveys more than 100
business serials in separate profiles that taken as a whole
provide a history of this type of publishing in the united
states the titles included here represent three types of
publishers of business information business schools or
university presses and professional associations or
societies both categories basically products of the
twentieth century and commercial publications of both the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries most of the titles are
relatively new having been in print for less than fifty years
and most are still being published selected from the more
than 7 800 available business titles these journals both
popular and scholarly depict a variety of publishers as well
as the broad range of interests that make up the business
community not included are business newsletters and
house organs or company publications that will be treated
in a forthcoming volume in the series each entry is divided
into two parts first a contributed essay highlights the
development of the title and puts it into the context of
business management publishing factual data about the
publisher s history sources where the contents of a title are
indexed and where appropriate a bibliography of sources
used by the contributors in preparing their essays
comprises the second part the information current as of
january 1990 has been verified to the extent possible by
both contributors and the editor this survey of the
development of a business press in the united states will
provide students and scholars of business business history
and business journalism an introduction to the variety of
serial literature relating to business available in the field
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Business Journals of the United
States
1991-01-10

this essential guide edited by experienced journal editors is
the definitive sourcebook for prospective authors who are
seeking direction and advice about developing academic
papers in marketing that will have a high probability of
publication in the best journals in the discipline it brings
together a wealth of contributors all of whom are
experienced researchers and have been published in the
leading marketing journals

How to Get Published in the Best
Marketing Journals
2019

the world of the academic journal continues to be one of
radical change a follow up volume to the first edition of the
future of the academic journal this book is a significant
contribution to the debates around the future of journals
publishing the book takes an international perspective and
looks ahead at how the industry will continue to develop
over the next few years with contributions from leading
academics and industry professionals the book provides a
reliable and impartial view of this fast changing area the
book includes various discussions on the future of journals
including the influence of business models and the growth
of journals publishing open access and academic libraries
as well as journals published in asia africa and south
america looks at a fast moving and vital area for academics
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and publishers contains contributions from leading
international figures from universities and publishers

The Future of the Academic Journal
2014-07-01

the abs academic journal quality guide is based partly upon
peer review partly upon statistical information relating to
citation and partly upon editorial judgements following
from the detailed evaluation of many hundreds of
publications over a long period it provides a guide to the
range subject matter and relative quality of journals in
which business and management academics might publish
the results of their research

Academic Journal Quality Guide
Version 4
2010-11-11

the academy of international business uk and ireland
chapter published in association with the uk and ireland
chapter of the academy of international business this book
presents the main trends in international business with
special emphasis on how these trends can shape and help
propel the field forward covering a variety of timely topics
from ai to the belt and road initiative the book enhances
our understanding of how and why technology funding
policies managerial decisions cultural differences and
changes in subsidiaries can affect businesses that operate
in foreign markets a valuable resource for scholars and
students in international business this book provides fresh
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perspectives into the changing global business
environment

Megatrends in International
Business
2022-04-02

a seminal global analysis of the adaptation strategies of
businesses and corporations in response to climate change

Business Adaptation to Climate
Change
2022-05-12

addressing the recent debate on how the future of
academic publishing might look in a purely digital
environment this book analyzes the experiences of
researchers with as well as attitudes towards open access
oa publishing drawing on a unique in depth survey with
more than 10 000 respondents from 25 countries thomas
eger and marc scheufen discuss their findings in the light
of recent policy attempts which have been trying to foster
oa revealing considerable shortcomings and lack of
knowledge on fundamental features of the academic
publishing market

The Economics of Open Access
2018-06-29

distance education and online learning are interchangeable
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terms used to describe the delivery of educational content
whereby the student and the instructor are separated by
geography time or both within the domain of business
education approximately one third of all business schools
offer online business programs and many more are
expected to follow in this direction considerable attention
is therefore being given by business educators to the
refinement of pedagogical approaches in their distance
learning offerings the growth in attention is reflected in
the rising number of academic papers related to distance
learning methods which appear in leading business
journals as well as the growing number of workshops
research seminars and online forums on the topic the
objective of this book is to consolidate state of the art
knowledge on distance learning methods best practices
and research findings as they relate to online business
education this exposure would help inform business faculty
administrators and course designers on how to optimize
distance courses in the various sub disciplines of business
to achieve the most beneficial results for business students

Frontiers of Distance Learning in
Business Education
2014-08-26

the international journal of leadership education business
studies ijlebs was created and designed by the world
association for academic doctors waad inc virginia
university of lynchburg this issue covers academic business
and professional papers as they relate to theory research
and practice on education business and leadership issues
you will find these papers informative to academic
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scholarly writing professional development and useful in
integrating leadership theory and practice to solve
organizational and global challenges

International Journal of Leadership
Education and Business Studies
2017-12-29

this edited volume seeks to explore established as well as
emergent forms of governance by combining social
network analysis and governance research in doing so
contributions take into account the increasingly complex
forms which governance faces consisting of different types
of actors e g individuals states economic entities ngos igos
instruments e g law suggestions flexible norms and arenas
from the local up to the global level and which more and
more questions theoretical models that have focused
primarily on markets and hierarchies the topics addressed
in this volume are processes of coordination arriving at and
implementing decisions taking place in network ed social
structures such as governance of work relations of
financial markets of innovation and politics these processes
are investigated and discussed from sociologists political
scientists and economists viewpoints

Networked Governance
2017-03-30

an expansive yet remarkably concise and accessible
resource qualitative research in business and management
is designed to help qualitative researchers with all aspects
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of their research project from start to finish it discusses the
key philosophies underpinning qualitative research and
design in business and management and assesses the
advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches
key features include case studies exercises further reading
and examples from first tier journals an enhanced
companion website including journal articles and weblinks
chapters on writing up research and how to get your
research published

Qualitative Research in Business
and Management
2013-03-31

the journal of international business and cultural studies
jibcs publishes original unpublished manuscripts related to
international business global economics transnational
cultural relations and societal issues as they effect
international business manuscripts from a broad range of
topics are appropriate for consideration in jibcs providing
the focus of the work is international business this journal
is double blind peer reviewed with an acceptance rate of
less than 35

Journal of International Business
and Cultural Studies - Volume 12
2021-02-16

the second edition of this bestselling b2b marketing
textbook offers the same accessible clarity of insight
combined with updated and engaging examples each
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chapter contains a detailed case study to further engage
the reader with the topics examined featuring updated
case studies and a range of new examples incorporating
additional coverage of b2b branding and the b2b strategic
marketing process and issues of sustainability extended
coverage of key account management online lecturer
support including powerpoint slides and key web links
drawing on their substantial experience of business to
business marketing as practitioners researchers and
educators the authors make this exciting and challenging
area accessible to advanced undergraduate and to
postgraduate students of marketing management and
business studies praise for the second edition i found that
the first edition of brennan canning and mcdowell s text
was excellent for raising students awareness and
understanding of the most important concepts and
phenomena associated with b2b marketing the second
edition should prove even more successful by using several
new case studies and short snapshots to illustrate possible
solutions to common b2b marketing dilemmas such as the
design and delivery of business products and services the
selection of promotional tools and alternative routes to
market the new edition also deals clearly with complex
issues such as inter firm relationships and networks e b2b
logistics supply chain management and b2b branding
michael saren professor of marketing university of leicester
this textbook makes a unique contribution to business to
business teaching not only does it provide up to date cases
and issues for discussion that reach to the heart of
business to business marketing it also brings in the latest
academic debates and makes them both relevant and
accessible to the readers a fantastic addition to any library
or course dr judy zolkiewski senior lecturer in business to
business marketing manchester business school the
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advantage of the approach taken by brennan and his
colleagues is that this book manages to convey both the
typical north american view of b2b marketing as the
optimisation of a set of marketing mix variables and the
more emergent european view of b2b marketing as being
focused on the management of relationships between
companies this updated second edition sees the addition of
a number of snapshots in each chapter that bring the
subject alive through the description of current examples
as well as some more expansive end of chapter case
studies it is truly a most welcome addition to the
bookshelves of those students and faculty interested in this
facet of marketing peter naudé professor of marketing
manchester business school the strength of this text lies in
the interconnection of academic theory with real world
examples special attention has been given to the role that
relationships play within the business to business
environment linking these to key concepts such as
segmentation targeting and marketing communications
which importantly encompasses the role personal selling as
relationshipmmunications building and not just order
taking with good coverage of international cultural
differences this is a valuable resource for both students of
marketing and sales andrew whalley lecturer in business to
business marketing royal holloway university of london the
text provides an authoritative up to date review of
organisational strategy development and firmographic
market segmentation it provides a comprehensive
literature review and empiric examples through a range of
relevant case studies the approach to strategy formulation
ethics and corporate social responsibility are especially
strong stuart challinor lecturer in marketing newcastle
university this revised second edition offers an excellent
contemporary view of business to business marketing
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refreshingly the text is packed with an eclectic mix of
largely european case studies that make for extremely
interesting reading it is a must read for any undergraduate
or postgraduate marketing student dr jonathan wilson
senior lecturer ashcroft international business school
anglia ruskin university cambridge

Business-to-Business Marketing
2010-10-20

this important book considers the ways in which small and
medium sized enterprises smes can thrive in the age of big
data to address this central issue from multiple viewpoints
the editors introduce a collection of experiences insights
and guidelines from a variety of expert researchers each of
whom provides a piece to solve this puzzle

Writing Business Research Reports
1994

this research book is a repository for academicians
researchers and industry practitioners to share and
exchange their research ideas theories and practical
experiences discuss challenges and opportunities and
present tools and techniques in all aspects of e business
development and management in the digital economy
provided by publisher

Big Data in Small Business
2021-09-21
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in this advanced textbook michael myers brings a wealth of
insight to the research process combining abstract and
theoretical considerations with those of a practical nature
such as tips for interviewing or for the final stage of
writing up myers establishes an expansive resource for
those involved in qualitative research that will aid them
from start to finish

Encyclopedia of E-Business
Development and Management in
the Global Economy
2010-02-28

in the context of a united europe the influence of business
knowledge has become increasingly relevant as managers
employees and organisations have to learn new practices
and techniques in response to new knowledge and
institutions this book addresses the way in which
administrative knowledge is produced diffused and
consumed in europe by academics management gurus
publishing houses consultants and practitioners it also
looks at its impact on european business systems and
management practices

Qualitative Research in Business &
Management
2009

this book illustrates compares and discusses models
perspectives and approaches involved in the distribution
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administration and transmission of knowledge across
organizations provided by publisher

The Diffusion and Consumption of
Business Knowledge
2016-07-27

is management a profession should it be can it be this
major work of social and intellectual history reveals how
such questions have driven business education and shaped
american management and society for more than a century
the book is also a call for reform rakesh khurana shows
that university based business schools were founded to
train a professional class of managers in the mold of
doctors and lawyers but have effectively retreated from
that goal leaving a gaping moral hole at the center of
business education and perhaps in management itself
khurana begins in the late nineteenth century when
members of an emerging managerial elite seeking social
status to match the wealth and power they had accrued
began working with major universities to establish
graduate business education programs paralleling those
for medicine and law constituting business as a profession
however required codifying the knowledge relevant for
practitioners and developing enforceable standards of
conduct khurana drawing on a rich set of archival material
from business schools foundations and academic
associations traces how business educators confronted
these challenges with varying strategies during the
progressive era and the depression the postwar boom
years and recent decades of freewheeling capitalism today
khurana argues business schools have largely capitulated
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in the battle for professionalism and have become merely
purveyors of a product the mba with students treated as
consumers professional and moral ideals that once
animated and inspired business schools have been
conquered by a perspective that managers are merely
agents of shareholders beholden only to the cause of share
profits according to khurana we should not thus be
surprised at the rise of corporate malfeasance the time has
come he concludes to rejuvenate intellectually and morally
the training of our future business leaders

Cultural Implications of Knowledge
Sharing, Management and
Transfer: Identifying Competitive
Advantage
2009-08-31

if you re a first time researcher this book covers everything
you need to successfully complete your business research
project increase your employability and develop
transferable skills

From Higher Aims to Hired Hands
2010-03-22

this book first published in 2002 gathers some of america s
top subject expert librarians to determine the most
influential journals in their respective fields 32
contributing authors reviewed journals from over twenty
countries that have successfully shaped the evolution of
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their individual specialties worldwide their choices reflect
the history of each discipline or profession taking into
account rivalries between universities professional
societies for profit and not for profit publishers and even
nation states and international ideologies in each journal s
quest for reputational dominance each journal was judged
using criteria such as longevity of publication foresight in
carving out its niche ability to attract sustain professional
or academic affiliations opinion leadership or agenda
setting power and ongoing criticality to the study or
practice of their field the book presents wholly
independent reviewers none are in the employ of any
publisher but each is fully credentialed and well published
and many are award winners the authors guide college and
professional school librarians on limited budgets via an
exposition of their analytical and critical winnowing
process in determining the classic resources for their
faculty students and working professional clientele

Understanding Research for
Business Students
2021-11-24

entrepreneurship means different things to different
people but the entrepreneurial personality is a critical
success factor to any new business these traits are also
increasingly in great demand at established multinational
corporations this groundbreaking textbook differs from its
competitors by placing an emphasis both on the core
processes and practices of entrepreneurship as well as
demonstrating the impact of complex local environments in
shaping the processes of entrepreneurship topics include
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main processes of entrepreneurial venture creation
innovation and growth operational steps characterizing
processes of entrepreneurship establishing and realizing
entrepreneurial ventures core processes and practices of
entrepreneurship with case studies and interviews with
entrepreneurs from across the globe entrepreneurship s
international approach makes it stand out from other titles
providing students and practitioners alike with a unique
perspective on this subject a companion website featuring
a lecturer s guide with extra assignments and links to
videos powerpoint slides for teaching uses and a
questionnaire with detailed feedback for students is
available at cw routledge com textbooks 9780415561204

Journals of the Century
2019-12-06

the handbook of qualitative research methods in
entrepreneurship is an important contribution to the field
and should be referenced in any paper using qualitative
methodologies to investigate the entrepreneurial
phenomenon craig s galbraith journal of enterprising
communities there is no hiding behind the ramparts of dry
scholarship here the credibility of the theory being spoken
of is not the stuff of constructed proofs but alignments of
critical insight and utility this is where qualitative work can
make a difference to the field and where this book makes
its mark robin holt international journal of entrepreneurial
behaviour and research the handbook of qualitative
research methods in entrepreneurship is an unusually solid
and multifaceted book on what qualitative methods have
done are doing and will do in entrepreneurship research
every serious entrepreneurship scholar should read it it
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points at the future björn bjerke university of kalmar
sweden i would warmly recommend this unique collection
of qualitative methods of entrepreneurship research to
both mature and beginning researchers as a menu to
choose from for their planned empirical studies for those
who try to get away from only quantitative studies in both
business practice and academic research this book is their
chance to find a rich inspiration in reflecting on
entrepreneurship as a lived experience using grounded
theory and ethnographic discourse and narrative
approaches it might convince editors of top journals of
entrepreneurship research to welcome qualitative research
submissions as an indispensable complement to
quantitative only submissions this domain is not physics in
bringing together such a variety of experts from so many
nationalities in this handbook our danish colleagues are
making entrepreneurship research a realistic global
venture jan ulijn eindhoven university of technology the
netherlands helle neergaard and john parm ulhøi have
compiled a remarkable collection of work that both
represents the range of methods and demonstrates the
depth of insight that can be achieved through qualitative
approaches this book is not simply a handbook of
qualitative research methods though it well achieves this
aim it is also an important contribution towards the field of
entrepreneurship research from the foreword by sara
carter this expansive and practical handbook introduces
the methods currently used to increase the understanding
of the usefulness and versatility of a systematic approach
to qualitative research in entrepreneurship it fills a crucial
gap in the literature on entrepreneurship theory and just
as importantly illustrates how these principles and
techniques can be appropriately and fruitfully employed
the handbook is underpinned by the belief that qualitative
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research has the potential to charter hitherto unexplored
waters in the field of entrepreneurship and thus contribute
significantly to its further advancement the contributors
seek to assist entrepreneurship researchers in making
more informed choices and designing more rigorous and
sophisticated studies they achieve this by providing
concrete examples of research experiences and tangible
how to advice by clarifying what these research methods
entail how they are currently being used and how they can
be evaluated this handbook constitutes a comprehensive
and highly accessible methodological toolbox dealing with
both well accepted qualitative approaches and lesser
known rarer and more novel approaches to the study of
entrepreneurship this handbook will be invaluable to those
studying researching and teaching entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship
2011-05-03

in postgraduate research in business sarah quinton and
teresa smallbone provide a vital introduction to the
research process and the thinking and learning skills
needed to successfully complete postgraduate research in
step by step terms the authors detail the tools of the trade
the practical and the intellectual skills that underpin the
study of business and management from research skills
and project planning to strategies for reading writing and
presentation postgraduate research in business provides a
student friendly guide to thinking critically about business
and management research guidance on the best way to
approach research a clear focus on finding research topics
and developing them in to dissertations essential help in
forging critical reading skills helpful advice on making your
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research project manageable an inside view on the
assumptions and requirements of post graduate research
in business structured support for writing up your research
this is essential reading for any student doing an mba an
ma or starting a phd in business or management studies it
will provide a vital supplement to the plethora of textbooks
in business and research methods

Handbook of Qualitative Research
Methods in Entrepreneurship
2007

the asia pacific region is recognized as the fastest growing
economic region in the world as well as one of the most
difficult places for expatriates to work classical literature
modern popular entertainment as well as academic studies
often create an impression of asia in the west which can
encourage the formation of a set of expectations about
working in asia that hinder the expatriate adjustment
process this book provides conceptual frameworks as well
as practical advice on working in the exciting and
challenging environments found in the dynamic and
diverse continent of asia identifies and describes the
colonial paradigm and how it affects the perceptions of
western expatriates identifies and describes the
phenomenon of the independent expatriate provides case
studies to illustrate both the challenges and rewards of the
expatriate experience in asia

Postgraduate Research in Business
2006-03-08
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econometric theory as presented in textbooks and the
econometric literature generally is a somewhat disparate
collection of findings its essential nature is to be a set of
demonstrated results that increase over time each logically
based on a specific set of axioms or assumptions yet at
every moment rather than a finished work these inevitably
form an incomplete body of knowledge the practice of
econometric theory consists of selecting from applying and
evaluating this literature so as to test its applicability and
range the creation development and use of computer
software has led applied economic research into a new age
this book describes the history of econometric computation
from 1950 to the present day based upon an interactive
survey involving the collaboration of the many
econometricians who have designed and developed this
software it identifies each of the econometric software
packages that are made available to and used by
economists and econometricians worldwide

Expatriates in Asia
2008-06-30

marketing theory introduces and explains the role of theory
in marketing by uncovering its histories disciplinary
underpinnings subfields discourses and debates from
strategy and ethics to digital marketing and consumer
behaviour leading marketing experts shine a light on what
can be a challenging perspective of marketing in this new
third edition there are up to date examples from global
companies such as pepsi amazon and h m entirely new
chapters on digital and social media marketing and service
dominant logic sd l and contributions from global
specialists including bob lusch patrick murphy and susan
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hart ideal for upper level undergraduate and postgraduate
marketing students studying marketing theory critical
marketing and the history of marketing modules

The Practice of Econometric Theory
2009-06-29

the 12th edition of research methodology in strategy and
management explores cutting edge methodological
approaches to the study of organizations managers and
strategy and provides how to guides to apply these
approaches

Marketing Theory
2016-05-16

everything you need to know in order to start maintain and
provide service for a business collection and to research
virtually any business topic now in its fifth edition the basic
business library is a modern sourcebook of core resources
for the business library and the business information
consumers and researchers it serves this up to date guide
also discusses strategies for acquiring and building the
business collection in a 2 0 3 0 world and recommended
approaches to providing reference service for business
research this text includes numerous real world examples
that cover market research investment economics
management and marketing this is a single volume guide
to doing business research and managing business
resources and services in a multitude of library
environments readers will gain an understanding of the
nature and breadth of providers of business information
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learn the types and formats of information available
become familiar with key resources and providers in major
categories such as marketing financial information and
investment and understand how to collect use and provide
access to business information resources

Advancing Methodological Thought
and Practice
2020-10-08

this book gathers the proceedings of the fifteenth
international conference on management science and
engineering management icmsem 2021 held on august 1 4
2021 at the university of castilla la mancha uclm toledo
spain the proceedings contains theoretical and practical
research of decision support systems complex systems
empirical studies sustainable development project
management and operation optimization showing advanced
management concepts and demonstrates substantial
interdisciplinary developments in msem methods and
practical applications it allows researchers and
practitioners in management science and engineering
management msem to share their latest insights and
contribution meanwhile it appeals to readers interested in
these areas especially those looking for new ideas and
research directions

The Basic Business Library
2011-11-30
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Proceedings of the Fifteenth
International Conference on
Management Science and
Engineering Management
2021-07-15
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